1. Determine which side of existing chair for add-on table. Remove the inserted caps from the under-seat beam on the determined side of existing chair. **NOTE:** Under-seat beam caps are located on the bottom side of the chair as shown in Figure A. **NOTE:** If installation is a center or corner table, repeat cap removal of add-on side of both existing chair models.

2. Place the connection bars into the exposed beam ends of the add-on table, aligning mounting holes. Attach with two (2) 1/4"-20 x 3/4" truss head screws and flat washers per connection bar (Figure B). **NOTE:** If installation is a center or corner table, repeat the process on the other side.

3. Place the connection bars of the table into the open exposed beam ends of the existing chair, aligning mounting holes (Figure C). **NOTE:** If installing a center or corner table, repeat the process on the other side.

4. Attach connection bars with two (2) 1/4"-20 x 3/4" truss head screws and flat washers per each connection bar. **NOTE:** Figure D shows the bottom side of the units.